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3.2 Receiver

The receiver supports the downlink of the W-CDMA system. It receives the radio

frequency signal from a distant base station. The front-end of the receiver processes the

radio frequency (RF) and intermediate frequency (IF) signals. The demodulator of the

receiver recovers the baseband signals from the IF signals. The last stage of the receiver

consists of analog-to-digital converters (ADC). These converters are the interface

between the receiver and the baseband processor. The converters digitize the baseband

signals and provide the digital outputs to the baseband processor.

The receiver operates in conjunction with the automatic gain control (AGC) and the

automatic frequency control (AFC). The AGC improves the dynamic range of the

receiver by maintaining a constant signal level at the input of the ADCs. The AFC

improves the receiver sensitivity by producing precise baseband demodulation.

There are two identical receivers in the radio. One of the receivers shares the antenna

with the transmitter through the duplexer and is called the main receiver. The other

receiver has its own diversity antenna and is called the diversity receiver. The two

receivers provide an antenna diversity gain to improve the reception performance and

facilitate the inter-frequency handover.

Figure 25 in the following section is the block diagram of the receiver. Only the main

receiver is shown but the block diagram applies to the diversity receiver as well. The

main and diversity receivers are identical.
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3.2.1 Block Diagram

DUP-Rx - RF Duplexer (Receiver Part) AMP - Amplifier
LNA - Low Noise Amplifier AGC - Automatic Gain Control
ATT - Attenuator DEMOD - Demodulator
BPF - Bandpass Filter BB - Baseband
RF - Radio Frequency LPF - Low Pass Filter
MIX - Mixer DAC - Digital-to-Analog Converter
LO - Local Oscillation ADC - Analog-to-Digital Converter
IF - Intermediate Frequency AFC - Automatic Frequency Control

Figure 25. Receiver block diagram (Only the main receiver is shown in the diagram.

The main and diversity receivers are identical.)
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3.2.2 Technical Specifications

The key specification for the receiver is the reception sensitivity. The receiver produces

10-3 bit-error-rate (BER) at –113dBm or less input power level on the traffic channel.

This received power level produces 6dB or greater Eb/No for the baseband processor to

perform the detection. The traffic channel throughput is 128Kbps. The operating band of

the receiver is 2110-2170MHz. The dynamic range of the receiver is 80dB. This means

that the receiver can receive a signal from –113dBm to –33dBm. The AGC adjusts the

gain of the receiver chain to maintain a constant signal level at the ADC inputs. The

baseband processor provides the control command for the AGC. This digital command is

7-bit long. The command code is a binary number between 0000000B and 1010000B (or

0 to 80 in decimal). The code 0000000B produces the maximum gain of the receiver

chain, while the code 1010000B produces a gain of 80dB less than the maximum.

The received signal is a QPSK modulated direct sequence spread spectrum signal. The

bandwidth of the signal is 5MHz. The carrier frequency of the signal is in the receiving

band (2110-2170MHz) which is 190MHz higher than the transmitting band.

The receiver uses a double-conversion superheterodyne architecture. The 1st down-

conversion converts the received RF signal to a 190MHz IF. The 2nd down-conversion

converts the 190MHz IF to a 70MHz IF. A QPSK demodulator recovers the baseband I

and Q signals from the 70MHz IF. The I and Q signals are filtered and digitized. Finally,

the digitized samples are sent to the baseband processor.

The 1st down-conversion requires a local oscillation (LO) from 1920MHz to 1980MHz

(the transmit band) so that the received frequency from 2110MHz to 2170MHz is

converted to 190MHz. The 2nd down-conversion requires a LO at 260MHz to convert the

190MHz IF to the 70MHz IF. The LOs are generated by the synthesizer that will be

discussed in Section 3.3.
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As mentioned in Section 2.9 of the system overview, the AFC is essential for precise

demodulation and optimum detection. The AFC is a 140MHz local oscillator. The

140MHz LO is fed to the QPSK demodulator. The demodulator uses the 140MHz LO to

recover the baseband I and Q signals. The nominal frequency of the AFC is 140MHz.

The adjustable range of the frequency is ±2ppm and the frequency resolution of the

adjustment is 0.03125ppm per step. The baseband processor commands the AFC with a

7-bit command code. The command code is a binary number between 0000000B and

1111111B (or 0 to 127 in decimal). The code 0000000B produces a –2ppm shift from

140MHz, while the code 1111111B produces a +2ppm shift. The drift also affects the

transmit and LO frequencies.

The demodulator has a divide-by-two divider that divides the 140MHz LO to two 70MHz

LOs. The two 70MHz LOs have a 90° phase difference. The in-phase LO is used to

recover the I signal, while the quadrature LO is used to recover the Q signal.

The I and Q signals are separately filtered and digitized. The baseband filters are 0.22

roll-off, square root raised cosine filters. The sampling rate of the digitization is

32.768Msps. The digital samples are 8-bit long.

The adjacent channel selectivity, intermodulation selectivity, and the spurious response of

the receiver were tested with continuous wave (CW) signals. The adjacent channel

selectivity is required to be greater than 33dBc. The intermodulation selectivity and the

spurious response are both required to be greater than 60dBc. The W-CDMA system

provides twelve frequency channels for FDMA operation. Poor receiver selectivity

results in interference from users at adjacent channels and limits the system performance.

As mentioned before, two identical receivers are installed in a radio to provide antenna

diversity. The technical specifications apply to the both receivers.

The full specifications of the receivers are listed in Appendix A.
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3.2.3 Design Approach and Analysis

3.2.3.1 Receiver Noise Figure

The receiver must produces a BER of 10-3 at –113dBm or less input power level on the

traffic channel. This received power level produces 6dB or greater Eb/No for the baseband

processor to perform the detection. The traffic channel throughput is 128Kbps. The

required noise figure can be found as follows [17].

The thermal noise, N, in communication receivers is modeled as an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) that is given be

BTkN e ⋅⋅=    (watts) (3.2.1)

where

k : is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38x10-23 J/K.

Te : is the effective system noise temperature in Kelvin.

B : is the bandwidth in Hz.

Hence, the noise power spectral density, No, (noise power in 1 Hz bandwidth) is

eo kTN =    (W/Hz) (3.2.2)

The bit energy, the bit period, the noise power spectral density and the received power

are related by (3.2.3).
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where

R
Tb

1= : is the bit period or the reciprocal of the data rate.
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According to the specifications of the –113dBm received power and the 6dB Eb/No
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3.2.3.2. Heterodyne Architecture and Spurious Analysis

The receiver uses a double-conversion superheterodyne front-end. The superheterodyne

architecture helps to bring down high frequency signals at much lower intermediate

frequencies (IF) so as to relax the Q requirement of the channel-select filter [18].

However, if the high frequencies are brought down to low frequencies in one conversion,

image frequencies are difficult to reject at a satisfactory level from the image-rejection

filter. Double-conversion allows a higher IF for the first conversion so that image

suppression is easier. The second-conversion allows a lower IF for better channel

selectivity. However, double-conversion introduces more image frequencies to the

system. Figure 26 illustrates the superheterodyne architecture used in the receiver.

Figure 26. Block diagram of the superheterodyne receiver.

Choosing IF Frequencies

190MHz and 70MHz were chosen to be the 1st ( IFf _1 ) and the 2nd ( IFf _2 ) IF frequencies

respectively. The corresponding 1st ( LOf _1 ) and 2nd ( LOf _2 ) local oscillation (LO)

frequencies are 1920-1980MHz and 260MHz respectively. This section explains the

reasons for choosing these two IF frequencies.

The 1st IF was chosen to match the channel offset of 190MHz between the transmitting

and receiving bands. Therefore, the radio only needs one RF synthesizer. The output of

the synthesizer can be used for the transmitter as well as the LO of the 1st down-

conversion of the receiver.
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The choice of the IF frequencies is based on the performance of the spurious response.

Each down-conversion introduces an image frequency. The image can be mixed to the

same IF as the desired signal. In considering the middle receiving channel of the W-

CDMA system, MHzf RF 5.2142=  and MHzf LO 5.1952_1 =  are the desired RF and 1st

LO frequencies respectively. This is a low-side injection scheme because the 1st LO

frequency is lower than the RF frequency. The 1st IF frequency is found by

MHzffff IFLORFIF 1905.19525.2142_1_1_1 =−=⇒−= (3.2.6)

However, there is a frequency on the other side of the 1st LO frequency which produces

the same 1st IF frequency.

MHzffff IMGIMGLOIF 5.17621905.1952_1_1_1_1 =−=⇒−= (3.2.7)

This frequency is the 1st image frequency. For the double-conversion receiver, there are

two more image frequencies. The 2nd conversion is a high-side injection scheme because

the LO frequency is higher than the input frequency.

IFLOIF fff _1_2_2 −= (3.2.8)

The image frequency at the 2nd conversion is

MHzffff IMGIFIFLOIMGIF 33070260__2_2_2__2 =+=⇒+= (3.2.9)

The two additional image frequencies in the RF band are

MHzffff IMGIMGIFLOIMG 5.16223305.1952_2__2_1_2 =−=⇒−= (3.2.10)

MHzffff IMGIMGIFLOIMG 5.22823305.1952_3__2_1_3 =+=⇒+= (3.2.11)
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Figure 27 shows these frequencies pictorially.

MHzf LO 260_2 = MHzf RF 5.2142=

MHzf IF 190_1 = MHzf LO 5.1952_1 =

MHzf IMGIF 330__2 = MHzf IMG 5.1762_1 =

MHzf IMG 5.1622_2 =

MHzf IMG 5.2282_3 =

Figure 27. Images of the double-conversion receiver

Removing the images depends on the choice of the IF frequencies and filters. If the 2nd IF

frequency is chosen to be small, the 3rd image frequency is close to the desired RF band.

The front-end filter has little rejection on the 3rd image. Therefore, the rejection of the 3rd

image depends on the 1st IF filter which is the filter following the 1st down-conversion.

The center frequency of this 1st IF filter is 190MHz.

Substitute (3.2.29) into (3.2.11)

IFLOLOIMG ffff _2_2_1_3 ++= (3.2.12)

Substitute (3.2.8) into (3.2.6). The desired RF frequency is

IFLOLOIFLORF ffffff _2_2_1_1_1 −+=+= (3.2.13)

f

f1_LOf2_LO fRFf1_IF

f2_IF_IMG f1_IMGf2_IMG f3_IMG

1st IF Band RF Band
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Then, the difference between the 3rd image frequency and the desired RF frequency is

MHzMHzfff IFRFIMG 1407022 _2_3 =⋅=⋅=− (3.2.14)

The passband of the W-CDMA system is 60MHz. The above example is worked on the

middle channel. The passband is ±30MHz about the middle channel. Therefore, the 3rd

image frequency is outside the passband by 110MHz (=140-30MHz). The front-end filter

can provide a good rejection to this 3rd image frequency. The subsequent 190MHz SAW

filter also suppresses the image significantly.

Many analog systems choose 455KHz as the 2nd IF. Technically, those systems allow the

image in the RF passband and need the 1st IF filter to take care of the rejection. This

approach requires high-selectivity 1st IF filters.

In addition to the images, there is an additional spurious response. It is called the half-IF

response. It is due to the second harmonic generations of mixers.

The 1st half-IF frequency at the 1st conversion is given by

MHzfff LORF 5.2047)5.19525.2142(
2

1
)(

2

1
_1

2
1_1

=+⋅=+⋅= (3.2.15)

and

MHzfffff IFLORFRF 95190
2

1

2

1
)(

2

1
_1_1

2
1_1

=⋅=⋅=−⋅=− (3.2.16)

(3.2.16) reveals that the 1st half-IF frequency is away from the desired RF frequency by a

half of the 1st IF frequency. The 1st half-IF spur is close to the receiver passband.

The 2nd half-IF spur may produce the 2nd IF image which is given by (3.2.9).
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MHzfff LOIMGIF 5.21175.1952330
2

1

2

1
_1__2

2
1_2

=+⋅=+⋅= (3.2.17)

Substitute (3.2.6) and (3.2.9) into (3.2.17)

MHzffff IFIFRF 25190
2

1
70

2

1
_1_2

2
1_2

−=⋅−=⋅−=− (3.2.18)

The 2nd half-IF frequency is in the receiver passband.

The half-IF spurs are close or in the receiver passband. The front-end filter may not reject

it. Figure 28 shows the half-IF spurs and the system passband pictorially. The 2th-order

distortion of the mixers must be minimized; otherwise, the half-IF spur can be significant.

Balanced mixers, which suppress the even harmonics, are used in the radio to reduce

some of the spurious mixing products.

Figure 28. Half_IF spurs.

Computer analysis using the program called Spurious and Filter Analysis [19] was

performed to verify the spurious response of the frequency plan. The simulation is based

on the selected Mini-Circuit mixers (1st mixer SCM-2500 and 2nd mixer TUF-3SM) and

filters (front-end duplexer designed and built by Dr. Sweeney, Soshin post-LNA filter

and NDK 1st IF SAW filter).

2
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Table 7 shows the critical spurious of the frequency plan. The significant spurs on this

table are the 2nd half-IF frequencies of 2117.5MHz and 2142.5MHz because they are in

the receiver passband. Because of the non-ideal filter characteristic, the 2nd half-IF

frequency of 2087.5MHz can be significant as well.

Table 7. Critical spurious frequencies in the frequency plan.

Spurious Bottom Channel

2112.5 MHz

Middle Channel

2142.5 MHz

Top Channel

2167.5 MHz

1st Image 1732.5 1762.5 1787.5

2nd Image 1592.5 1622.5 1647.5

3rd Image 2252.5 2282.5 2307.5

1st Half-IF 2017.5 2047.5 2072.5

2nd Half-IF 2087.5 2117.5 2142.5

Spurious and Filter Analysis can evaluate a single-conversion system. The inputs for the

program are the device parameters and the system parameters. The device parameters are

the frequency response of the filter and the mixing product table of the mixer. These

parameters can be obtained from the manufacturer data sheets. The mixing product table

provides the output levels of the mixer products. The mixer products are the frequencies

of LORF fnfm ⋅±⋅ . The m and n are integers. The manufacturers provide the output

levels in a quantity relative to the desired output of LORF ff ± . The products are provided

for m and n from 0 to 10. The system parameters are the desired RF frequency, the LO

frequency and the target IF frequency. The program can find the RF spurs (or

frequencies) which produce the target IF frequency, and the relative level of the spurs

with respect to the desired RF frequency. Therefore, the spur attenuation of the

conversion is obtained.

Since the program can only evaluate one conversion at a time, the analysis of a double-

conversion system has three parts. The first part is to evlauate the 1st conversion for the
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1st image and the 1st half-IF. The system parameters are the desired RF frequency

( MHzf RF 5.2142= ), the 1st LO frequency ( MHzf LO 5.1952_1 = ) and the 1st IF frequency

( MHzf IF 190_1 = ) for the middle channel. The device parameters are the combined

frequency response of the duplexer and the Soshin post-LNA filter, as well as the mixing

product table of the Mini-Circuits SCM-2500 mixer.  Appendix D-1 contains the result of

this analysis. Figure 29 is a copy of Appendix D-1 and is shown here as an example. It

shows all spurs associated with the 1st down-conversion process in the middle channel

(2142.5MHz). The spurious attenuation is found to be at least 110dB. The rejections of

the 1st image (1762.5MHz) and the 1st half-IF (2047.5MHz) are 110dB and 159.3dB

respectively. The rejection is much larger than the 60dB minimum requirement.

Therefore, the spurious response of the 1st down conversion meets the specifications.

Figure 29. Example of the part 1 spurious analysis  (Appendix D-1).

1st Image

1st Half-IF
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The second part is to evlauate the 1st conversion for the 2nd and 3rd  images, and the 2nd

half-IF. The system and device parameters are the same except the target IF frequency

( MHzf IMGIF 330__2 = ). It is the image frequency associated with the 2nd conversion

process. Appendix D-2 contains the analysis results and is shown here as Figure 30. It

shows that the rejections of the 2nd (1622.5MHz) and 3rd (2282.5MHz) images are 110dB

and 75.4dB respectively. They meet the specifications. The 2nd (2117.5MHz) half-IF

rejection is 49dB. The 1st IF SAW filter must provide further rejection. The low 2nd half-

IF rejection is because the 2nd half-IF falls in the receiver passband. This highlights the

importance of IF SAW filters in rejecting the in-band spurious.

Figure 30. Example of the part 2 spurious analysis (Appendix D-2).

2nd Image

3rd Image

2nd Half-IF
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The third part is to evaluate the 2nd half-IF rejection of the 2nd conversion. The system

parameters are the desired 1st IF frequency ( MHzf IF 190_1 = ), the 2nd LO frequency

( MHzf LO 260_2 = ) and the 2nd IF frequency ( MHzf IF 70_2 = ). The device parameters

are the frequency response of the NDK SAW filter, and the mixing product table of the

Mini-Circuits TUF-3SM mixer.  Appendix D-3 contains the results of this analysis and is

shown here as Figure 31. It shows that the 2nd conversion provides 40dB rejection to the

image (330MHz). Therefore, the total rejection of the 2nd half-IF is 89dB and meets the

specifications.

Figure 31. Example of the part 3 spurious analysis (Appendix D-3).

2nd IF Image
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Similar computer analysis was carried on the bottom and top channels. The third part of

the analysis is same to all channels because the 2nd conversion is channel independent.

The analysis results on these channels can be found in Appendix D-4 through D-7. Table

8 summarizes the analysis results. The frequency plan meets the specifications on all

channels.

Table 8. Summary of the spurious rejection of the frequency plan.

Spurious Rejection

in dB

Bottom Channel

2112.5 MHz

Middle Channel

2142.5 MHz

Top Channel

2167.5 MHz

1st Image 110 110 110

2nd Image 150 150 150

3rd Image 101.2 115.4 125.1

1st Half-IF 193.6 159.3 121.4

2nd Half-IF 131.7 89 89

Channel Selectivity

The IF filters determine the channel selectivity of the radio. The filter bandwidth is equal

to the 5MHz channel bandwidth. SAW filters are commonly used as IF filters because

their high-selectivity frequency response. The receiver has two IF SAW filters at

190MHz and 70MHz. The adjacent channel rejections of the 190MHz 1st and 70MHz 2nd

IF filter are 45dB and 50dB respectively. The total channel selectivity is 95dB; that is

well above the specified 33dB channel selectivity.

3.2.3.3. Cascaded Receiver Chain Analysis

The receiver is a cascaded system with amplifiers, filters and mixers. The cascaded

system has to meet the noise figure requirements, signal gain requirement, and

intermodulation specifications simultaneously. The required noise figure is 5.4dB as

discussed in Section 3.2.3.1. The cascaded gain should be large enough to bring up the
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signal from the specified minimum level (i.e. –113dBm) to a specified drive level of the

demodulator.

Intermodulation distortion is due to the non-linearity of the receiver, especially the 3rd-

order distortion. Intermodulation distortion is harmful because the distortion is caused by

the adjacent channel interferers. Since the interferers are in-band signals, the front-end

filter provides no rejection. Consider a scenario that the receiver is detecting a weak

signal that is accompanied by two strong interferers. The frequency of the desired signal

is sf . The frequencies of the interferers are fff si ∆+=1_ , and fff si ∆⋅+= 22_ . f∆  is

channel bandwidth. Figure 32 shows them pictorially.

Figure 32. Intermodulation interference.

The non-linearity of the receiver can be expressed as a power series (3.2.19).

.....3
3

2
210 ++++= vavavaavo (3.2.19)

The first two terms ( vaa 10 + ) are the linear terms. The terms with power of 2 or more are

the non-linear terms that create distortion.

The two interferers are represented by [20]

twtwv ii 2_1_ coscos += (3.2.20)

where

1_1_ 2 ii fw π= and 2_2_ 2 ii fw π=

fs fi_1 fi_2

∆f ∆f
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For simplicity, assume that the terms with power of 4 or higher of (3.2.19) are

insignificant. Substituting (3.2.20) into (3.2.19) produces the following 3rd order

products.
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3
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⋅+⋅
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+−⋅+−⋅

(3.2.21)

The third to sixth terms are three times the in-band frequency. They can be easily filtered,

but the 1st and 2nd terms are the in-band products. Figure 32 shows that the 1st term falls

on the desired signal. This is the intermodulation distortion.

sssiidistrd ffffffff =∆⋅−−∆⋅+⋅=−⋅= 2222 2_1__3 (3.2.22)

If the desired signal is weak, the intermodulation distortion can corrupt the desired signal.

According to the specifications, the level of the interferers producing the intermodulation

distortion should be 60dB greater than the desired signal. This specification can be shown

to be the determinant of the cascaded input intercept point.

The receiver is considered to have the same amplification for the weak desired signal and

the strong interferers [18].
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where

insigP _ : is the desired signal input power.

outsigP _ : is the desired signal output power.

inPint_ : is the interferer input power.

outontP _ : is the interferer output power.

outIMP _3 : is the output power of the 3rd-order intermodulation product.

3IIP : is the cascaded input intercept point.

From (3.2.23) and (3.2.24), we have

3
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3

_3
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P ⋅
= (3.2.25)

For the same output level of the desired signal and the intermodulation distortion
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= : is the intermodulation suppression. (3.2.26)

In logarithmic scale
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Therefore

insigdBdB PIMIIP __3 2

3 +⋅= (3.2.28)
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The input power of the desired signal is defined from the minimum signal level

dBmIIP dB 2311360
2

3
_3 −=−⋅=

The 3rd order input interception point of the cascaded system should be –23dBm at least.

Figure 33 shows the cascaded receiver chain of the radio.

Figure 33. Receiver chain of the radio.

The following equations can be used to evaluate cascaded systems [21].

Cascaded Gain: ∑=
M

i
isys GG in dB (3.2.29)
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)log(10 syssys nfNF ⋅= in dB (3.2.31)

where

Mggg ,.....,, 21 : are the gain of individual blocks in scale.
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Cascaded Output Intercept Point
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1
log103 in dB (3.2.32)

Cascaded Input Intercept Point

syssyssys GOIPIIP −= 33 in dB (3.2.33)

The calculation can be performed with spreadsheet programs such as Excel. Table 9 is

the spreadsheet for the cascaded receiver chain of Figure 33. The device parameters of

each block are the gain, the noise figure and the 3rd order output interception point. They

can be found in the data sheets. 3rd order output interception points of passive filters are

large and are set to a hundred. The cascaded performances are 4.62dB for the noise

figure, 46.94dB for the overall gain and –19.35dBm for the 3rd-order input intercept

point. All of them meet to the design requirements.
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Table 9. Cascaded receiver chain analysis.

Block Gain Noise Figure Output Intercept Point Noise Figure Gain Input Intercept Point

G, dB NF, dB OIP3, dBm NF, dB G, dB IIP3, dBm
DUP -2 2 100 2.00 -2 102.00
LNA 23.7 1.9 16 3.90 21.7 -5.70
ATT -3.5 3.5 15 3.91 18.2 -7.64
RF BPF -2.5 2.5 100 3.93 15.7 -7.64
MIX 1 -5.88 5.88 5 4.06 9.82 -9.46
AMP 1 20.2 4.3 32.5 4.35 30.02 -9.73
IF 1 BPF -18 18 100 4.45 12.02 -9.73
AMP 2 20.2 4.3 32.5 4.61 32.22 -10.15
MIX 2 -4.78 4.78 11 4.62 27.44 -17.36
AMP 3 14 5.2 33 4.62 41.44 -17.88
IF 2 BPF -8.5 8.5 100 4.62 32.94 -17.88
AMP 4 14 5.2 33 4.62 46.94 -19.35

DUP - Duplexer AMP 2 - Mini-Circuits ERA-5 Amplifier
LNA - HP Low Noise Amplifier MIX 2 - Mini-Circuits TUF-3SM Mixer
ATT - M/A COM RF Attenuator AT-108 AMP 3 - Mini-Circuits ERA-4 Amplifier
RF BPF - Soshin RF Bandpass Filter IF 2 BPF - SAWTEK 70M SAW Filter
MIX 1 - Mini-Circuits SCM-2500 Mixer AMP 4 - Mini-Circuits ERA-4 Amplifier
AMP 1 - Mini-Circuits ERA-5 Amplifier
IF 1 - NDK 190MHz SAW Filter

Cascaded System PerformanceDevice Parameters

DUP ATT BPF BPF

BPF

MIX 2

MIX 1 AMP 1 AMP 2

AMP 3 AMP 4

IF 1

IF 2

LNA RF

Cascaded
Output
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3.2.3.4 Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

The AGC dynamic range is specified to be 80dB. The entire 80dB range in one stage is

difficult to obtain without compromising noise figure and intermodulation sensitivity.

Equations (3.2.30) and (3.2.32) show that high gain at front-end devices gives good noise

figure but produces poor 3rd-order intercept point and vice versa. Therefore, the 80dB

control range of the AGC is broken into two parts. 40dB control is put on the front-end

and the other 40dB is on the back-end. The AGC tracks the input signal, as it is going up

from the minimum (-113dBm), with the 40dB control at the back-end. Therefore, the

front-end can provide high gain without noise figure degradation. After the back-end

AGC provides the 40dB control, the input signal is –73dBm. The system becomes

intermodulation limited rather than noise figure limited. Then the following 40dB control

at the front-end is activated. The front-end AGC keeps a constant stress level on the

front-end devices and maintains the intermodulation distortion level. Analysis was

performed to reveal the system performance with the intervention of the AGC. Figure 34

shows the results of the simulation.

Figure 34. Simulation of the system performance over the AGC tracking range.
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The IF Amplifier Gain Reduction curve shows the increase of the attenuation from the

back-end AGC as the input signal increases from –113 to –73 dBm. The front-end AGC

(i.e. RF attenuation) takes over the gain control function from –73 to –33 dBm as shown

by the RF attenuation curve.

Since the AGC gain reduction is put at the back-end of the receiver for a –113 to –73

dBm the input level, the system noise figure can be maintained. The signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) improves at the same rate as the input level as shown by the triangle curve.

However, the Output IMD Ratio curve shows the increase of the intermodulation product

as a result of increasing stress on the front-end devices. Further increase of the input level

from –73dBm activates the front-end AGC. The SNR levels off at approximately 37dB

and provides very good signal detection. After the attenuation is inserted at front-end, the

stress level to the front-end devices is kept constant and causes no more intermodulation

products.

It should be noted that the SNR is less than zero as the input range for –113 to –103 dBm.

This is a result of the bandwidth needed to pass the spread spectrum of the W-CDMA

system. As mentioned in Section 2.4 of the system overview, the bandwidth is 5MHz.

The radio processes signals before despreading and hence the RF bandwidth must be

5MHz. A larger bandwidth means that more noise is present in the radio. However, after

despreading done by the baseband processor, the noise bandwidth is restored back to

(1+0.22)*128K=156.16KHz and the SNR increases. The SNR improvement is equal to

the processing gain (PG) of the system. The PG is found to be 15dB in Section 2.3 of the

system overview. For instance, at –113dBm input level, the SNR of the signal from the

radio is –11dB as shown in Figure 34. After the despreading, the SNR of the signal is

restored to 4dB.
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3.2.4 Circuit Level Design

Following the flow of the signal as shown in the block diagram in Section 3.2.1, the

discussion of this section proceeds from the duplexer to the digital interface. The detailed

schematics are in Appendix C-3, C-4 and C-5. The discussion of the circuits refers to the

schematics for the component designators. The hardware implementation of the receiver

comprises six assemblies. They are the duplexer, the receiver board, the demodulator

board, the analog-to-digital (ADC) board, the AGC driver and the AFC board. Each

assembly is discussed in following sub-section.

3.2.4.1 Duplexer – Receiver Part

This is the same duplexer mentioned in Section 3.1.4.5. The receiver part of the duplexer

with designator U10, is shown in the schematic in Appendix C-3. Since the transmitter

and the receiver share the same antenna for air interface, a physical path exists between

the transmitter and the receiver. The transmitter delivers a high-power signal to the

antenna. The high-power signal has to be isolated from the receiver very well; otherwise,

the high-power signal drives the receiver into saturation and blocks the access of the

desired small signal to the receiver. The duplexer is placed at the 1st stage of the receiver

chain to isolate the high-power transmit signal and to pass the desired small signal to the

receiver. It also provides part of the image rejection. It has 70dB rejection in the

transmitting band and just 1.8dB loss to the receiving band. The operating band of the

duplexer is 2110-2170MHz.

3.2.4.2 Receiver Board

The receiver board performs RF and IF signal processes such as amplification, down-

conversion and filtration. It receives the RF signal from the duplexer. It is a double down-

conversion reciver. The 1st stage converts the RF signal to a 190MHz 1st IF and the 2nd

stage converts the 1st IF to a 70MHz 2nd IF. It includes the 40dB front-end AGC.
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Figure 35 is the block diagram of the receiver board. Its full schematic is shown in

Appendix C-3.

Figure 35. Block diagram of the receiver board.

Low Noise Amplifier (LNA)

The LNA should be high gain and low noise figure to compensate the tremendous

insertion loss of the 1st IF SAW filter which insertion loss is 18dB. The HP MGA-86576

LNA (Appendix C-3: U1) was chosen for its high gain (23.7dB) and low noise figure

(1.9dB). The recommended minimum 10Ω bias resistance (Appendix C-3: R10) is used

at +5Vdc supply. The bias current is 13mA. The inductor (Appendix C-3: L10) works as

an RF choke to isolate the DC supply line from high frequency signals. This is a 39nH

choke and provides approximately 500Ω reactance. It is 10 times 50Ω. To optimize the

noise figure or the sensitivity of the receiver, a small inductance 1.8nH (Appendix C-1:

L11) is placed in series with the LNA input.
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Front-End Attenuator

The front-end 40dB AGC is realized with an attenuator AT-108 (Appendix C-3: U2)

from M/A COM. Its attenuation is controlled with a DC voltage from 0 to 5V on the pin

5. A 5V voltage gives a minimum attenuation of 3.5dB that is the intrinsic insertion loss

of the attenuator. As the voltage increases, the attenuation increases until the total

attenuation is 43.5dB (i.e. 40dB AGC attenuation plus the 3.5dB insertion loss).

RF Bandpass Filter (BPF)

The post-LNA filter (Appendix C-3: U30) is a dielectric filter from Soshin. Rejecting

interferers solely by the duplexer demands a high selectivity filter design. The high

selectivity filter design is associated with a drawback of high insertion loss. Since the

duplexer is placed at the 1st stage of the receiver chain, its high insertion loss makes low

noise figure receiver impossible. Therefore, part of the interference rejection is done after

the LNA to allow low duplexer insertion loss for the sake of the receiver noise figure and

to compensate the insufficient interference rejection of the duplexer. The filter prevents

the transmitter power from saturating the mixer. This filter not only relaxes the duplexer

requirement but also suppress the noise at the received image frequency. It has 30dB out-

band rejection and 2.5dB in-band insertion loss.

Mixers

Mini-Circuits balanced diode mixers are used at the 1st and 2nd down-conversion stages.

The merits of these mixers are their predictable behavior, low harmonic generation, high

port-to-port isolation, and high intercept point. The shortcomings are the high conversion

loss and the need of high LO drives. Their shortcomings can be compensated easily by

using amplifiers. On the other hand, their merits are the primary concerns for the radio.
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The 1st and 2nd down-conversion stages operate at different frequencies, leading to the use

of different mixers. SCM2500 is used at the 1st conversion (Appendix C-3: U3) and TUF-

3SM at the 2nd conversion (Appendix C-3: U7). However, the design approach is the

same for both.

The mixers are standard 50Ω devices. There is no special matching need for in-band

signals. However, attention has to be paid to terminate out-band signals properly. This is

done because out-band signals reflected back into the mixers can degrade the 3rd-order

performance. Diplexers are put at the outputs of the mixers to terminate out-band signals.

The diplexer is formed with a LC tuned circuit in series with a 50Ω resistor. The LC

circuit is tuned to the in-band frequencies. Therefore, to the in-band signals, the diplexer

looks like a high impedance device and has no interaction with the other circuits. To the

out-band signals, the diplexer looks like a 50Ω resistor that gives termination to the

signals and stops their reflection. The parts C30, L30, and R30 in the schematic in

Appendix C-3 form the diplexers to the 1st mixer, and the parts C70, L70, and R70 form

the diplexers to the 2nd mixers.

In addition to the diplexers, low pass filters (LPF) are put at the mixer outputs to remove

the unwanted mixing products. The LPFs are 3-order Butterworth type. The parts of the

LPF for the 1st mixer are L31, L32, and C31, while the parts of the LPF for the 2nd mixer

are L71, L72, and C71. They are shown in the schematic in the Appendix C-3. Figure 36

depicts the circuit realization of the diplexers and LPFs.
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Figure 36. Circuit realization of the diplexer and LPF.

Figure 37 and 38 are the Eclipse simulations of the frequency response and return loss of

the diplexers and LPFs for the 1st and 2nd mixers respectively. The S21 curve shows the

low pass response due to the LPF. The S11 curve shows the wide band termination (i.e.

return loss > 10dB) due to the diplexer. Figure 37 and 38 show that the diplexers and

LPFs for both the mixers have similar characteristics except the passband frequencies.

Figure 37. Frequency Response and Return Loss of Diplexer and LPF for 1st Mixer.
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Figure 38. Frequency Response and Return Loss of Diplexer and LPF for 2nd Mixer.

IF Filters

The IF filters set the channel selectivity and remove the half-IF interferers as identified in

Section 3.2.3.2. NDK’s SAW filter was selected for the 190MHz 1st IF (Appendix C-3:

U5). It gives 45dB channel selectivity or interference rejection. The filter’s shortcoming

is its tremendous insertion loss of 18dB. This loss imposes a stringent requirement to the

LNA.

The 70MHz 2nd IF SAW filter (Appendix C-3: U9) is from SAWTEK. It gives another

50dB channel selectivity and interference rejection at the expense of 8.5dB insertion loss.

Hence, the total channel sensitivity is 95dB.
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To use these filters effectively, attention must be paid to the impedance matching and the

layout. Improper matching at the input and output ports of the filters causes serious

distortion of the passband characteristics of the filters. Improper layout produces too

much board feed-through and the out-band attenuation characteristics of the filters cannot

be predicted. The filters’ data sheets provide the topologies and values of the matching

components, as well as recommended layout patterns. It is important to point out that the

filters are not symmetrical with respect to required matching networks.

Amplifiers

As in the modulator board of the transmitter (Section 3.1.4.2), Mini-Circuits ERA

monolithic amplifiers are used as gain blocks in the receiver. Devices were chosen to

make the compromise between noise figure, gain and intermodulation sensitivity. Four

gain blocks are distributed along the chain according to the results from Section 3.2.3.3.

Two of them are ERA-5 (Appendix C-3: U4, U6) at the 190MHz 1st IF stage, which are

used for their high gain. The other two are ERA-4 (Appendix C-3: U8, U10) at the

70MHz 2nd IF stage where lesser gain is favorable.

The bias RF chokes were chosen such that their reactance is at least 500Ω. Based on this

criterion, a 1uH (Appendix C-3: L41, L60) choke was used for the ERA-5 and a 1.8uH

chokes (Appendix C-3: L82, L102) was used for ERA-4.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.4.2, the amplifiers should be biased with a supply voltage

higher than the device voltages for a low variation of the bias condition against

temperature. A 7V supply was chosen. The bias resistance is calculated with the equation

(3.1.9) shown in Section 3.1.4.2. The bias resistance for the ERA-5 is 32Ω. Two 16Ω

resistors are connected in series to produce the 32Ω resistance (Appendix C-3: R41, R42,

R60, R61). This approach allows the bias power to be shared between the two resistors

and to relax the power handling requirement of each resistor. The bias resistance for the
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ERA-4 is 24Ω. Two 12Ω resistors are connected in series to produce the 24Ω resistance

(Appendix C-3: R82, R83, R102, R103).

3.2.4.3 Demodulator Board

The IF amplifier, back-end AGC, and demodulator are contained in a RF2667 device

from RF Micro Devices (RFMD). The RFMD evaluation board for the RF2667 was used.

The evaluation board contains all the required support circuitry. There are three devices

in the board. One is the RF2667. The other two are the wideband operational amplifiers

(CLC426-CL) from National Semiconductor. The amplifiers provides voltage gain to the

I and Q baseband outputs of the demodulator chip. Figure 39 is the block diagram of the

board.

Figure 39. Block diagram of the demodulator board.

The RF2667 chip demodulates the 70MHz IF signal for the baseband signals. It contains

an IF amplifier and an IQ demodulator. The IF amplifier is gain controllable. The IF

amplifier allows 100dB of gain control range by varying gain from -50 to 50dB. The

back-end AGC utilizes the control range of the amplifier from 10dB to 50dB. The gain is

controlled by voltage.
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After the IF amplifier, there is the IQ demodulator where the baseband signal is

recovered from the IF signal. The LO signal injected into the demodulator has a

frequency of 140MHz. The LO signal is divided by two and split into two 70MHz LOs.

One is shifted by 45° and fed to the in-phase arm of the demodulator. The other one is

shifted by -45° and fed to the quadrature arm. The demodulator extracts the in-phase and

quadrature signals from the IF signal through the down-conversion process.

The demodulator outputs are amplified to 1Vpp by the baseband amplifiers. The 1Vpp is

the specified input range of the ADC. The gain of the baseband amplifiers in the

evaluation board was set to 17.7dB to produce the 1Vpp output.

3.2.4.4 ADC Board

The ADC board is the AD9059 evaluation board from Analog Devices. It performs the

analog-to-digital conversion for the digital format of the baseband signals to facilitate the

digital processing in the processor. The level of the baseband signals is kept at 1Vpp

through the AGC tracking. The 1Vpp level allows better utilization of the dynamic range

of the ADCs. The AD9059’s are capable of 60Msps but actually operate at 32.768Msps.

3.2.4.5 AGC Driver

There are two identical AGC drivers, one for each receiver. Both drivers are on one

board. Figure 40 is the block diagram one driver and the full schematic is shown in

Appendix C-4.

Figure 40. AGC driver block diagram.
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The driver accepts a digital command from the baseband processor and provides a

corresponding analog voltage to drive the back-end and front-end attenuators. Since there

are two AGCs, the driver is designed to have two channels. As mentioned in Section

3.2.2, the gain control is 1dB per step and the range is 80dB. The digital command is

code is a binary number between 0000000B and 1010000B (or 0 to 80 in decimal). An

Analog Devices AD557 DAC (Appendix C-4: U1 or U3) is used as the interface between

the processor and the AGC driver. Based on the control characteristics of the ADC,

RFMD RF2667 and M/A COM AT-108, and the control sequence of from the back-end

AGC to the front-end AGC as signals going low to high, the driver has to map the

command code to the analog voltage according to Table 10.

Table 10. Mapping table of the command code to driver voltage

RF In (dBm) Command AD557 Out (V) RF2667 Drive (V) AT-108 Drive (V)

-113 0000000 0.01 2.5 5

-73 0101000 0.81 1.6 5

-33 1010000 1.61 1.6 0

The DAC is 8-bit device that has one bit more than the command digits. In order to fully

utilize the output range of the DAC, the command digits are tied to the most significant

7-bits of the DAC and the least significant bit is held high. Thus, the command is

effectively multiplied by a factor of 2 and the output voltage of the DAC is from 0.01 to

1.61V. The 10mV residual voltage is a result of the least significant bit being tied high.

An operation amplifier (Appendix C-2: U7A or U7B) configured as the voltage follower

is placed at the DAC output.

The back-end AGC of the RF2667 is activated in the region of low input levels. The

relationship between the command code and the gain is inversely proportional. This

means that a low command value causes a high gain. This driver has two stages to realize

the mapping shown in Table 10. The 1st stage is a non-inverted amplifier (Appendix C-4:
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U2B or U4B) that drives the 2nd stage and a diode limiter. The diode (Appendix C-4: D1

or D2) is used to limit the output of the 1st stage. The 2nd stage is an inverted amplifier

(Appendix C-4: U5A or U5B) to produce the phase inversion and the level shifting. The

back-end driver voltage is limited at 1.6V as the DAC output goes higher than 0.8V

because of the diode limiter. A variable resistor (Appendix C-4: R29 or R30) is used to

facilitate the level shifting adjustment because of the high gain-to-voltage sensitivity of

RF2667 (i.e. 40dB/0.9V=44.4dB/V).

The front-end AGC by AT-108 is activated as the DAC output goes higher than 0.8V.

This driver provides phase inversion as well. However, the design of this driver is

relatively simple because there is no limiting voltage. A single inverting amplifier

(Appendix C-2: U2 or U4) is sufficient. There is no level shifting adjustment required

because the gain-to-voltage sensitivity of AT-108 is small (i.e. 40dB/5V=8dB/V).

However, using the operational amplifier for 5V output swing with a 5V supply demands

rail-to-rail amplifiers. A National Semiconductor LM6132 was selected. Figure 41 is the

PSPICE simulation of the drivers. The driver characteristics match Table 10 very well.

The drivers have very linear characteristics over their control regions. The 1.6V limited

voltage of the back-end AGC driver is well defined.

Figure 41. AGC driver characteristics.
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3.2.4.6 AFC Board

The AFC board includes the transmit power control (TPC) that has been described in

Section 3.1.4.3. It provides the local oscillators (LO) for the 70MHz IF demodulation.

The baseband processor commands the AFC board through DAC devices to adjust the

oscillation frequency. Figure 42 is the block diagram of the AFC board and the full

schematic is shown in Appendix C-5.

VCTCXO - Voltage Controllable Temperature

Compensated Crystal Oscillator

BPF - Bandpass Filter

AMP - Amplifier

Figure 42. AFC block diagram.

The dual receiver architecture requires two 140MHz LOs, one for the main and one for
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independent LOs because the signals intercepted by the diversity antenna may be

different in amplitude and phase but not frequency. Thus, the AFC just has one signal

generation circuit. At the final stage, the generated signal is split into two LOs with a

Mini-Circuits splitter (Appendix C-5: U9).
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the VCTCXO is 10MHz. In order to get 140MHz, the 10MHz signal is fed to the

inverters. The inverters operate as non-linear amplifiers (Appendix C-5: U3) and generate

the harmonics. A high frequency selective TOKO filter (Appendix C-5, U8) removes the

harmonics except the 140MHz signal. Since the filter is a 50Ω device, three inverters are

connected in parallel to lower their output impedance or to increase the driving

capability. Finally the 140MHz signal is amplified and split. The amplifier (Appendix C-

5: U4) is the Mini-Circuits ERA-1 monolithic amplifier. The splitter (Appendix C-5: U9)

is the Mini-Circuits LRPS-2-1 1-to-2 splitter.

An Analog Devices AD557 DAC (Appendix C-5: U1) is the interface between the AFC

board and the processor. The command code from the process is 7 bits long. The bits are

tied to the most seven significant bits of the DAC. The least significant bit of the DAC is

held high. Effectively the command code is multiply by a factor of 2. A two-stage

amplifier (Appendix C-5: U2A,B) processes the DAC output for the tuning voltage to the

VCTCXO. The VCTCXO has a measured ±10ppm frequency deviation at 2.5V ±1.5V.

The tuning range required by the system is ±2ppm over the command range 0~127 (or

0~1111111B). This 2ppm tuning effect applies to all the output frequencies – the transmit

signal, the 1st and 2nd LOs, and the 140MHz LO for the demodulation. Thus the amplifier

maps the DAC output to a narrower tuning voltage as shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Mapping table of the digital command to tuning voltage.

Command AD557 Out (V) Tuning Voltage

0000000 0 2.2

0111111 1.26 2.5

1111111 2.54 2.8


